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Begin with UNCP logo. Then four shots adjacent to each other; 1st building on campus, logo, Indian State Normal College Building, Education Center Building with “School of Education” written underneath. Same shots with “UNC Pembroke” written above.

Then more campus shots to include UNC Pembroke banner, students walking, sitting, laughing, bell tower, etc., then “UNCP: shown with ducks in the water (background)...then words, “Teaching, Learning, Caring.”

“UNC Pembroke History” – pictures of first building with Dr. Linda Oxendine in front of the Education Center Building

Dr. Oxendine: In 1887 UNCP began as the Croatan Normal School. A normal school to teach the Indian people in Robeson County, now known as the Lumbees, to be teachers in their own school system. (Pictures of the first building, Old Main, current building).

Screen: “Student Talk”

Victoria: Hi, my name is Tori Bell. I am an elementary education major with a concentration in art.

Grey: Hi, my name is Grey Sweeney. I’m an English education major in the School of Education at UNC Pembroke.

Katy: Hello, my name is Katy. I’m an elementary education major with a concentration in reading.

LaMorris: Hi, I’m LaMorris. I’m in elementary education with a mathematics concentration in the School of Education.

Katy: (Shot of Katy talking then shots of UNCP classes in session while Katy is talking.) The one thing that brought me to Pembroke was the education program. Being a transfer student, I kind of knew I wanted to be an education major, to be a teacher, but I wasn’t so sure. But when I came to UNC Pembroke, meeting with my advisor definitely showed me that I wanted to be and that it was the right steps for me to take to have that profession.

Grey: (Shot of Grey talking then shots of UNCP classes in session while Katy is talking.) Through the school of education observations that we would have to do for various classes, I not only learned what good things are happening in the classrooms, but I learned some negative things too. I think that those are only positive experiences. It’s the school of education that allows you to have those classroom experiences and to really learn what kind of teacher you want to be. The professors help you in that decision-making process and they expose you to so many ideas and so many methods of instruction that by the time you graduate, you are fully prepared to take on your own classroom.

Victoria: (Shot of Tori talking then shots of UNCP classes in session while Katy is talking.) Here at UNCP, I am currently taking Art K-6. Having a concentration in art, it’s very exciting to take a class that I know I can take the projects and crafts that we do in class to my future classroom. We get to do things and we get to teach certain subjects and integrate it with art. It’s just very exciting that art is just as important as math and reading in an elementary setting.
LaMorris: (Shot of LaMorris talking then shots of him teaching in a 2nd grade class during his internship.) Currently I am teaching full load in my student internship, my student teaching experience. It has been the most rewarding experience that I’ve had the opportunity to experience while at UNC Pembroke. I go in everyday with a smile on my face, my students come in everyday with a smile on their face and I know that they are there to learn. I feel that I was very well prepared to provide that opportunity and that learning environment for my students so that one day they will become life-long learners.

Grey: Just to be able to see something relevant in the classroom, relevant to the students’ lives, you know. I’ve learned all of that through UNC Pembroke, through the school of education. They’re gonna prepare you to teach that 21st Century learner, to link things with their lives and what’s important to them.

“UNC Pembroke Alumni”

Shot of Amber Holland in her classroom with her students in the background).

Amber: My name is Amber Holland, I am a current teacher at Red Springs High School and a graduate of UNC Pembroke. Teaching for me has been one of the most rewarding experiences. I’ve had the opportunity to enrich the lives of students and really extend my passion for my concentration, social studies and history and share it with other people. Hopefully as a teacher, I will be able to inspire the next generation to do better than what I’ve had the opportunity to do. As a teacher I’ve had the chance to travel, network, enrich my life personally and just to really have great positive experiences and UNC Pembroke really helped me to have the foundation for all that.

Shot of Matt Blue in her classroom with her students in the background.

Matt: Hi, my name is Matt Blue. I teach at St. Pauls High School and one way that UNCP helped me was getting me into the school systems and into the classrooms. Hearing real life and seeing real life examples that I could apply to my classroom.

Ending montage of imagery.
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